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Teacher as Student: How Enrolling in a MOOC Changed How I Teach (and Hopefully How My Students Learn!)

An Interactive Discussion

Dr. Sarah Kercsmar
University of Kentucky College of Communication and Information
The Challenge...
A Solution...
In the Spirit of SOTL…

“I love being able to get up at 5 am while the kids are still asleep and do my work…I’ll read a few links here and then go do dishes.”

“I realized that videos that are even 10-15 minutes long feel SUPER long….I’m being tempted by a million other things for my attention.”

“I find that I’m sometimes falling into the trap of just wanting to get it done (the work).”

“I’m finding that predictability of the expectations of me is nice – and I think I need to do a better job of that as a teacher.”
- Yellow: Anytime, anywhere learning.
- Salmon: Organization online.
- Blue: Mobile devices.
- Orange: Creating community.
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